QUIZ ABOUT FUNERAL HOME DIRECTING
1. According to Arizona Motorcycle Escorts, what is the average speed a hearse
should travel at while going in procession to the cemetery if the hearse takes
surface streets (with a 30 MPH limit) through a city?
23 MPH
7 MPH
3 MPH
34 MPH
2. Which way does the casket of a Catholic priest face during his funeral mass?
it doesn't, a priest's casket is never brought into church
the foot end of the casket facing the congregation
foot end of the casket facing the altar
the casket is placed sideways so the congregation can look at it
from left to right
3. How many stars should be showing on a properly folded and displayed flag
for a veteran of the United States Military?
four
ten
six
eight
4. How can a deceased person be transported across state lines if all necessary
permits accompany him?
all of these
only in a minimum protective container in a funeral hearse
only in a minimum protective container via airlines
only in a minimum protective container in a train
5. What type of casket construction is acceptable for burial under Jewish
tradition?
steel
all-wood
wood and metal
any, as long as it wasn't constructed on the Sabbath (Saturday)
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6. What is the industry term used for going to get the remains of a person from
their place of death?
pick up
removal
extraction
take away
7. What is the average temperature that a human body is cremated at?
1400-1600 degrees Fahrenheit
2100-2300 degrees Fahrenheit
7000-7200 degrees Fahrenheit
800-1000 degrees Fahrenheit
8. What does the term "Thermal Reduction" refer to?
the act of cremating
cryogenics (freezing of the body)
the natural cooling of the human body after death to room temperature
keeping remains in a refrigeration unit
9. Every state in the union requires the funeral director to have a license.
True
False
10. Which of the following is NOT an inexpert test for death (that is a test to be
used by non-medical professionals to determine death)?
responsiveness to stimuli
pulse
holding a small mirror to mouth to see if condensation from breath forms on it
taking "deceased's" temperature
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